Abstract
Introduction
Multiprocessor scheduling is a challenging problem in the real-time systems theory. There are basically two strategies when dealing with this problem: partitioning strategies and global strategies [ 1 I].
In a partitioning strategy, once a task is allocated to a processor, it is executed exclusively on that processor. In a global strategy, any instance of a task can be executed on any processor, or even be pre-empted and moved to a different processor, before it is completed.
From a theorelical point of view, global strategies provide in general higher schedulability than partitioning strategies. However, partitioning strategies have several advantages over global strategies. Firstly, the scheduling overhead associated with partitioning strategies is lower than the overhead associated with global strategies. Secondly, partitioning strategies allow us to apply well known uniprocessor scheduling algorithms to each processor. Furthermore, Rate Monotonic (RM) and Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling, which are optimal uniprocessor scheduling algorithms [7] , perform poorly when extended to global multiprocessor scheduling. The utilization bound associated with global RM or EDF multiprocessor scheduling is not higher than one, for any number of processors [2] .
In this paper, we follow the partitioning strategy. Tasks are allocated to processors, and are pre-emptively scheduled on each processor according to fixed priorities chosen following the RM criterion. Thus, the allocation algorithm is the only degree of freedom of the system.
Finding the optimal allocation algorithm is not practical, as the problem is NP-hard in the strong sense [ 5 ] .
In the literature, one can find simple allocation heuristics [ 1, 2, 51 and complex heuristics based on branch-andbound [ 121, or simulated annealing [ 141 techniques. In this paper, we focus on simple allocation heuristics.
Two different approaches were followed in the literature to establish the schedulability associated with a given allocation heuristic: simulation approaches, and theoretical approaches.
In the simulation approach, task sets are randomly generated. Next, the average number of processors required to allocate task sets of given total utilization is obtained. Uniprocessor exact tests [ 131, or uniprocessor sufficient tests [6] are commonly used to decide whether a given task set fits into the processors. Nevertheless, simulation results should be considered carefully, since randomly generated task sets may not be representative of those that appear in practice.
The traditional theoretical approach focuses on the calculation of the metric (NAAIN~PT), for pairs of uniprocessor scheduling algorithm-allocation algorithm [ 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5 , 111. This metric gives the relationship between the number of processors required to schedule a task set using a given allocation heuristic AA, and the number of processors required using the optimal allocation algorithm. This metric is useful in order to compare different allocation algorithms, but not to perform schedulability tests. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, N o p~ can not be calculated in polynomial time. Secondly, even if N o p~ were known, the utilization bound derived from the metric would be too pessimistic [lo] .
A new theoretical approach consists of calculating the utilization bounds associated with pairs of scheduling algorithm-allocation algorithm, analogous to those known for uniprocessors [ 7 ] . This approach has several interesting features. Firstly, it allows us to carry out fast schedulability tests. Secondly, it allows us to quantify the influence of certain parameters, such as the number of processors, on schedulability. The major disadvantage of this approach is the sufficient character of the associated schedulability tests. This approach was followed in [ 101 to obtain the upper and lower limits, given by (l), on the utilization bound for multiprocessor RM scheduling with FF allocation.
where n is the number of processors. The tight utilization bound for multiprocessor RM-FF scheduling, given by (2), is presented in [9] .
where cy is the maximum reachable utilization factor, and
An analogous utilization bound for EDF-FF scheduling, given by (3), was presented in [8] 
( 3 )
Our paper makes the following theoretical contributions to the multiprocessor schedulability analysis: 0 The expression of the common utilization bound associated with the simple heuristics FFD and BFD [5] , which coincides with the previous maximum. Thus, not even the optimal allocation algorithm can guarantee a higher utilization bound than that associated with FFD or BFD allocation.
Reasonable allocation algorithms are those which fail to allocate a task only when there is no processor in the system with sufficient free capacity to hold the task [8] . The idea of restricting the study to reasonable allocation algorithms is to exclude theoretically possible, but impractical allocation algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the computational system we deal with. The minimum and maximum utilization bounds for multiprocessor RM scheduling with reasonable allocation are provided in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 provide the expressions of the utilization bounds using W F and Reasonable Allocation Decreasing (RAD) heuristics respectively. Both expressions are analyzed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents our conclusions.
System definition
The task set consists of m independent periodic tasks (71, . . . , rm}, of computation times {Cl, . . . , C-}, periods {TI, . . . , Tm}, and hard deadlines equal to the task periods.
The utilization factor, ui, of any task, ri, defined as ui = Ci/T,, is assumed to be 0 < ui 5 cy 5 1, where cy is the maximum reachable utilization factor.
Tasks are allocated to an array of n identical processors {PI,. . . , P,}. Once a task is allocated to a processor it is executed only on that processor. Within each processor tasks are pre-emptively scheduled using fixed priorities assigned according to the RM criterion. Allocation is carried out using reasonable allocation algorithms [8] , represented by RA. A reasonable allocation algorithm is one which fails to allocate a task only when there is no processor in the system which can hold the task. Whether a task fits into a processor depends on the uniprocessor scheduling algorithm and the schedulability condition. In this paper, we use the schedulability condition based on utilizations proposed in [7] for RM scheduling. Thus, a task of utilization factor ui fits into processor Pj if where U, is the total utilization of the tasks previously allocated to processor Pj, and mj is the number of these tasks.
Using the same schedulability condition, a reasonable allocation algorithm is one which fails to allocate a task of utilization factor ui to a multiprocessor made up of n processors, only when
A class within the reasonable allocation algorithms is also considered in this paper. This class, termed Reasonable Allocation Decreasing (RAD), is made up of all the reasonable allocation algorithms which order the tasks by decreasing utilization factors before performing a sequential allocation. After the ordering, For example, the algorithms FFD and BFD, obtained through the ordering of the tasks by decreasing utilization factors before performing the FF and BF allocation respec-
tively, belong to the class RAD.
Minimum and maximum utilization bounds
associated with any reasonable allocation algorithm RA and multiprocessor RM scheduling, is in the interval [LRM HRAlf]. This interval is defined as follows:
we will prove that the minimum of function is obtained when 111 is quasi-equitably divided among {q1. . . r,}.
When M is not a multiple of n, the quasi-equitable dis-
i.e, one unit less. The quasi-equitable distribution is strictly equitable when m is a multiple of n. Thus, a distribution is quasi-equitable if, and only if, lfj -f k l 5 1 for all j , k in 1 , . . . ,n.
R A
We will prove by contradiction that the vector
The utilization bound
The calculation of the interval will allow us to know beforehand what is the worst and the best utilization bound we can expect from any reasonable allocation algorithm.
Before calculating the expressions of L R~, and H R A~, it is necessary to introduce the parameter ,OR*,. This parameter is analogous to the parameter PEDF defined in [8] for EDF multiprocessor scheduling. P R A~ is the maximum number of tasks of utilization factor cr which fit.into one processor. P R A~ can be expressed as a function of a, as proved in [9] .
Any multiprocessor made up of n processors can allocate at least ~P R A J tasks of arbitrary utilization factor (less than or equal to a). Thus, any task set fulfilling nz 5 ? L P R A~ is schedulable using RM scheduling together with any reasonable allocation algorithm. Henceforth, we will assume m > nPRA{, as otherwise there would be no point in obtaining the utilization bounds.
Theorem 1 provides a lower limit on the utilization bound associated with any reasonable allocation algorithm and RM scheduling. Section 4 provides an upper limit on the utilization bound for the reasonable allocation algorithm WF, which is equal to the lower limit, and therefore is also equal to L R~. Theorem 2 provides an upper limit on the utilization bound associated with any allocation algorithm, reasonable or not, and RM scheduling. Section 5 provides a lower limit on the utilization bound associated with all the reasonable allocation algorithms in the class RAD, which is equal to the upper limit, and therefore is also equal to H R A~.
Next, Lemma I is proved. Lemma 1 is necessary to prove Theorem 1.
Let us suppose that two terms f j and f k exist, such that 
more and more slowly as z increases. Applying this result to our problem gives
which is a contradiction, because changing ?j and f k into (Fj -1) and ( f k + 1) gives a value of g less than the minimum. Therefore,
Theorem 1 Let RA be a reasonable allocation algorithm.
Let {q, . . . , .rm} be a set of n tasks which does not fit into the multiprocessor. There are tasks of the set which are allocated to processors, and tasks which are not allocated. Let us change the indexes in the set, so that the tasks which were not allocated have the last indexes in the set. Let Tk be the first task in the set (after the change of indexes) which was not allocated to any processor. Since the allocation algorithm is reasonable, from (4) we get
for all j = 1, . . . , n, where U, is the total utilization of the tasks previously allocated to processor P,, m, is the number of these tasks, and u k is the utilization factor of task rr;.
The total utilization of the whole set, U , fulfils
Substituting this inequality into (6)
From the system definition, all the utilization factors are less than or equal to cy, so U k 5 cy and
One constraint of the m, values is that cy=l m, = (IC -1 ) . This constraint is totally equivalent to the constraint C,"=,(m, + 1) = ( k + n -1). Bearing this last constraint in mind, defining r,
. . , rn) = E,"=, ~, ( 2~/ ' 7 -1 ) and applying Lemma 1
The right-hand term in (7) decreases as k increases, because any increment of k raises the value of M = (IC + n -1) to distribute quasi-equitably among all the processors. Index k is in the interval [l, m] , since Tk is a task of the set of m tasks. Therefore, for IC = m we obtain the minimum of the right-hand term in (7). Hence, from (7) and considering the definitions of n,, nb, U , and u b we get Any task set which does not fit into the processors fulfils the previous expression. Consequently, any task set of total utilization less than or equal to We will prove that a set of m tasks ( 7 1 , . . . , 7 , ) exists, with utilization factors 0 < U , 2 cy for all i = 1, . . . , m, and total utilization (npRbf + 1)(2'/(Pf<&!+') -1) + E, with E --+ O+, which does not fit into n processors using any allocation algorithm and RM scheduling on each processor. We will construct this set of m tasks composed of two subsets: a first subset with ( m -n P R M -1) tasks, and a second subset with ( n P R M + 1) tasks. 
Check of the utilization factors of the first subset.
By choosing a small enough value for E, we obtain O < u , = & I c y .
Check of the utilization factors of the second subset. By definition of PRA4, (PRAf + 1) tasks of utilization factor cy do not fit into one processor, therefore ( 0~~1 + l)a > (PRM + 1)(2'/(pftA1+') -l ) , and > (21/(4""+') -1) (8) It is always possible to find one real number between two real numbers. Hence, a positive value E exists such that which proves that the utilization factors of the second subset are less than cy when E + O+. In addition, the utilization factors of the second subset are obviously greater than zero.
From the above results, we conclude that the proposed task set is valid. Below, we prove that it does not fit into n processors, using RM scheduling and any allocation algorithm.
There are (?$RA,f + 1) tasks in the second subset. Hence, at least one processor of the n available should allocate (PRM + 1 ) or more of these tasks. However, no processor can allocate (PRM + 1 ) or more tasks of the second subset, since (PRM + 1) of these tasks together have a utilization over Liu & Layland's bound for RM [7] .
We conclude that the proposed task set of total utilization U = (~P R M + 1)(21/(Pn"f+1) -1) + E does not fit into n processors when E + Of, so the utilization bound must be less than or equal to (~P R A ,~ + 1)(21/(PRnf+1) -1).
NOTE: the tasks of the first subset are necessary in the H proof only to fulfil the restriction of having m tasks.
Utilization bound for Worst Fit allocation
This section shows that the allocation algorithm termed Worst Fit (WF) is the worst reasonable allocation algorithm in terms of utilization bound for multiprocessor RM scheduling.
The W F algorithm allocates each task to the processor with the highest remaining capacity among all the processors with sufficient capacity to hold the task. Tasks are allocated one by one following the sequence { T I , . . . , Q}.
Using Liu & Layland's schedulability condition for RM scheduling, the remaining capacity of processor PJ is given by the expression (m3 + 1)(2'/(,j+') -1) -U,.
Next, Theorem 3 gives an upper limit on the utilization bound for W F allocation and RM scheduling. This upper limit coincides with the lower limit provided by Theorem 1 for any reasonable allocation algorithm, and therefore with the utilization bound for WF allocation, given by Corollary 1.
The terms n,, n b , U, and u b in the statement of Theorem 3 have been defined in Theorem 3. The reader should refer to the intuitive description of these parameters given after the proof of Theorem 1 , in order to better understand the proof of Theorem 3. .
Theorem 3 If m > nPRA1
~: y -~~( m , n, cy L 1n2) L n,U, + nbUb -( n -1).
Proof
We will prove the existence of a set of m tasks, 
4-
Following the previous L(m -l)/nJ subsets, there are n, tasks of utilization factor U,. Finally, there is the last task, T~, of utilization factor a.
It can be seen that the whole task set is made up of m tasks, and the total utilization is
Firstly, it is necessary to prove that the utilization factors of all the tasks are valid, Le, 0 < U , 5 a for i = 1 , . . . , n.
For z > 0, function z(2l/" -1 ) decreases as z increases. Therefore, u b 2 U, > In 2 2 a, and the utilization factor of all the tasks is higher than zero. The utilization factor of the last task is cy, and therefore it is less than or equal to a. 
Therefore, the last task of utilization factor a does not fit into any of these processors. Nor can the remaining n b processors hold the last task because at most they can hold one additional task of utilization factor
We conclude that the proposed task set of total utilization n,U, + n b U b -( n -1 ) c y does not fit into n processors when E + O+, so the utilization bound n, a ) must be less than or equal to n,U, + n b U b -( n -1)cy. W Corollary 1 provides the utilization bound for W F allocation and RM multiprocessor scheduling.
The proof is direct from Theorem 1 and Theorem 3.
Utilization bound for RAD allocation
As was indicated previously, (21/(PjTbJ+1) -1 ) < a , so by making E close to zero we get U b < cy.
Next, we will prove that the task set does not fit into the multiprocessor. The first ( m -1 ) tasks are allocated by the WF heuristic as indicated in Figure 1 . Numbers within parenthesis in Figure 1 represent task indexes. The proof of the allocation pattern shown in Figure I is too large to be included in this paper. As a result of the allocation of the The Reasonable Allocation Decreasing (RAD) algorithms are reasonable allocation algorithms fulfilling the following conditions:
The heuristics FFD and BFD, belong to this class. Theorem 4 provides a lower limit on the utilization bound associated with the class of RAD allocation algorithms under RM scheduling. This lower limit coincides with the upper limit on the utilization bound associated with any allocation algorithm under RM scheduling. Therefore, both bounds also coincide with the utilization bound associated with any RAD allocation algorithm and RM scheduling, as given by Corollary 2. Furthermore, RAD allocation algorithms are optimal from the point of view of the utilization bound, since no allocation algorithm exists guaranteeing a higher utilization bound. Thus, the utilization bound associated with the optimal allocation algorithm coincides with the utilization bound associated with the RAD algorithms.
Proof
Let { T I , . . . , .rm} be a set of n tasks which does not fit into the multiprocessor. Let r k be the first task in the set which does not fit into the multiprocessor. Since RAD allocation algorithms are reasonable, from (4) we get
for all j = 1. . . . , T L , where U, is the total utilization of the tasks allocatedto processor Pj, m, is the number of these tasks, and UI, is the utilization factor of task r k . The total utilization of the first k tasks fulfils Tasks were ordered in decreasing utilization factors before carrying out the allocation, so
Substituting this inequality into (12) and finding E,"=, ut
The total utilization of the first k tasks is less than or equal to the total utilization of the whole task set. Thus, and so k 2 ( n P R M + 1). Let g ( k , n ) be the minimum of function E,"=,(m, + 1)(21/(m1+1) -1) under the constraints k = 1 + E,"=, m3 and m, > 0, which can be obtained from Lemma 1.
If n > 1 the right term of the inequality is minimized' for k = ( P R f i I n + 1) and mj = PRA, for all j = 1 , . . . , n. The proof is not provided here for the sake of brevity. Moving these values to ( 1 3)
A necessary condition to be fulfilled by the total utilization of any task set which does not fit into the n processors is
In other words, any task set of total utilization less than or equal to
fits into the n processors. Thus, we finally conclude
Corollary 2 provides the utilization bound for RAD allocation and RM multiprocessor scheduling.
The proof is direct from Theorem 2, Theorem 4, and Liu & Layland's bound for uniprocessor RM scheduling.
~ ~ ~~
'If R = 1 it is minimized for k = m, and we will finally obtain the utilization bound m(2lIm -1). 
In addition, it can be seen that for the uniprocessor case this expression gives Liu & Layland's bound. For high values of a the utilization bound LRAJ is too small. However, as a nears 0, the utilization bound becomes close to n In 2. In this case, the multiprocessor behaves approximately like a uniprocessor n times faster.
H R A~ ( m , n, a ) is the maximum of the utilization bounds for multiprocessor RM scheduling evaluated among all the reasonable allocation algorithms. This maximum coincides withxhe utilization bound for RM-RAD. The class of RAD allocation algorithms include allocation algorithms such as FFD and BFD. All of them have the same utilization bound. In addition, no allocation algorithm exists which guarantees a utilization bound higher than H R A~(~, n, a ) . From this point of view, RAD allocation algorithms are optimal. 
Conclusions
We have obtained the light interval in which the utilization bound associated with any reasonable allocation algorithm is found. Since practical allocation algorithms are reasonable, the interval obtained is of wide applicability.
The W F algorithm was proved to be the worst reasonable allocation algorithm in terms of the utilization bound for multiprocessor RM scheduling. Its utilization bound is a function of the number of processors, n, the number of tasks, m, and a parameter Q that takes the "task size" into account. For high values of a the bound is less than or equal to 2(2112 -l), while for low values of cr it is close to n In 2.
In addition, algorithms such as FFD and BFD were proved to be optimal in terms of the utilization bound. The utilization bound associated with these heuristics is close to the ideal n In 2 when the multiprocessor is made up two processors, or when the utilization factors of the tasks are small. The utilization bound associated to these algorithms does not depend on the number of tasks.
The task set model of the paper considered periodic and independent tasks. Nevertheless, it is also possible to analyze the schedulability of task sets including also sporadic and aperiodic tasks, whenever the aperiodic tasks are served by aperiodic servers whose worst-case behaviour can be assimilated to periodic tasks. This is the case of the Polling Server and the Sporadic Server.
